
 JEA NATIONAL STUDENT MEDIA CONTESTS • FALL  2020

Overall Assignment:
You will shoot, write and edit a story for this contest. Use video 
and audio (voice-overs/reporter’s standup, sound bites, natural 
sound).

Students enter in pairs (reporter and camera operator).
Total Running Time (TRT) 1:30 minutes. Only students 
registered in the contest should work on the material for this 
event. All material must be produced by the students in the 
contest exclusively for this contest. Do not use any material 
previously created for your publications. 

You will upload your completed video to the NSMC system by 
the deadline. Instructions for uploading a video can be found at 
jea.org/contests.

46 Broadcast Package
Instructions:
Participants enter in
two-student teams.

Entry  MUST be uploaded 
between Sept. 14 and 
Oct. 19, 2020, by 7 p.m. 
Eastern, 6 p.m. Central, 
5 p.m. Mountain, 4 p.m. 
Pacific, 3 p.m. Alaska and 
1 p.m. Hawaii time. 

WHAT 
JUDGES 
LOOK FOR

Special Notes:
The NSMC committee 
understands the 
extraordinary 
circumstances that 
contestants are facing 
right now during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 
For those reasons, 
your health and safety 
are the top priority. 
Therefore, you are 
to take all the same 
safety precautions that 
professional journalists 
are taking while 
covering the news. 

Please make sure 
you are maintaining 
proper social-distancing 
requirements at all 
times and wear a 
mask, even on camera. 
Zoom or other online 
interviews are perfectly 
acceptable. While 
b-roll in your video
storytelling is certainly
preferred, do not use
it unless it can be
acquired safely.

• Broadcast style: short
sentences, present tense,
conversational
• Necessary and
interesting information
selected
• Facts to support
assertions made
• Storyline effectively
developed
• Segments on topic
• Good organization and
transitions
• Relevant and interesting
sound bites
• Ambiance captured
• Interesting and
informative voice-over
• Correctly framed and
focused close-ups
• Good editing, free of
glitches and jump cuts
• Effective use of pacing
and transitional elements

Guidelines: 
• Each team should focus the story and do preproduction
planning.
• Vary your shots.
• Pay attention to lighting and sound quality when shooting your
interviews.
• Headphones are recommended to monitor audio.
• As you approach people for an interview, be considerate and
professional. Explain your purpose and topic.
• Be sure your video enhances the story you want to tell.
• You may use your name, but no other school identification
may be used by the reporter or in lower-third titles.
• You should get info to prepare lower-third titles for all SOTs.

Topic: Voting
With the election just around the corner in November, how are 
students at your school getting involved? Think about both local 
and national campaigns. Some ideas include students who will 
be old enough to vote for the first time? What are their thoughts 
about mail-in voting during the coronavirus outbreak? Are there 
students working on campaigns? Why are or aren’t young 
people at your school involved in politics? Find and report the 
best story you can about voting.

REMEMBER: This contest is NOT about YOUR opinion. We do 
not want commentary. 


